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Abstract 

In this paper, we show how to generate 1+knA  and 1+knS  using a copy 

of the wreath product am AA wr  and an element of order 1+k  in 

1+knA  and 1+knS  for all odd positive integers 2≥= amn  and all 

positive integers .2≥k  We also show how to generate 1+knA  and 

1+knS  symmetrically using n elements each of order .1+k  

1. Introduction 

Al-Amri [1] showed that 1+knA  and 1+knS  can be generated using a 

copy of the wreath product am SS wr  and an element of order 1+k  in 

1+knA  and 1+knS  for all 2≥= amn  and all positive integers .2≥k  

Moreover 1+knA  and 1+knS  can be symmetrically generated by n 

permutations each of order .1+k  Further, Shafee [5] showed that 1+knA  
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and 1+knS  can be generated using a copy of the wreath product 

am AS wr  and an element of order 1+k  in 1+knA  and 1+knS  for all 

2≥= amn  and all positive integers .2≥k  Moreover 1+knA  and 1+knS  

can be symmetrically generated by using n elements each of order .1+k  
In this paper, we give permutations to show that the group ,,, ZYXG =  

[ ] 1,,wr,, 1 ===| +
m

k
am ATTAAZYXT  is the alternating group 

1+knA  when k is an even integer and 1+knS  when k is odd for all 

.2,2 ≥≥= kamn  Further, we prove that G can be symmetrically 

generated by n permutations each of order 1+k  of the form ,0T  

,...,, 11 −nTT  where 
ix

i TT =  satisfying the condition that 0T  commutes 

with the generators of .mA  

2. Preliminary Results 

Theorem 2.1 [4]. Let amnaa =<≠< 21  and G be the group 
generated by the n-cycle ( ),...,,2,1 n  the 3-cycle ( )aan 2,,  and the 

permutation ( ) ( ) ( ) (( )132,22,123,2,13,2,1 −++++++ maaaaaa  

( ) ( ) ).31,21,1 +−+−+ amama  If n is an odd integer, then =G  

.wr am AA  

Theorem 2.2 [4]. Let G be the group generated by the n-cycle 
( )n...,,2,1  and k-cycle ( )....,,2,1 k  If nk <<1  is an even integer, then 

.nSG =  

Theorem 2.3 [4]. Let n be an odd integer and G be the group 
generated by the n-cycle ( )n...,,2,1  and k-cycle ( )....,,2,1 k  If nk <<1  

is an odd integer, then .nAG =  

Definition 2.1. Let A be a group of permutations of a finite set 1Ω  

and B be a group of permutations of a finite set .2Ω  Assume that neither 

of 1Ω  nor 2Ω  is empty and they are disjoint. The wreath product 

(sometimes called the complete or the unrestricted wreath product) of A 
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and B defined by BABA θ
Ω ×= 2wr  which is the direct product of 2Ω  

copies of A and the mapping θ, where ( )2: Ω→θ AAutB  is defined by: 

( ) ,y
y xx =θ  for all .2Ω∈ Ax  It follows that ( ) .wr 2 BABA Ω=  

Definition 2.2. Let G be a group and { }110 ...,,, −=Γ nTTT  be a 

subset of G, where each 
ix

i TT =  for all .1...,,1,0 −= ni  Let nS  be the 

normalizer in G of the set .Γ  We define Γ  to be a symmetric generating 
set of G if and only if Γ=G  and nS  permutes Γ  doubly transitive by 
conjugation, i.e., Γ  is realizable as an inner automorphism. 

3. Permutational Generating Set of 1+knA  and 1+knS  

Theorem 3.1. 1+knA  and 1+knS  can be generated using a copy of the 

wreath product am AA wr  and an element of order 1+k  in 1+knA  and 

1+knS  for all namn ,2≥=  is odd and all .2≥k  

Proof. Let 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ),...,,21,112...,,2,1...,,2,1 knnknknnnnX +−+−++=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ),,21,12,2,,2 knankanknanannaaY +−+−++⋅=  

( ) ( )3,2,13,2,1 +++= aaaZ  

( ) ( ) ( )( )31,21,11 +−+−+− amamam  

( ) ( )3,2,13,2,1 +++++++++ ananannnn  

( ) ( ) ( )( )31,21,11 +−++−++−+ amnamnamn  

( ) ( ) ( )( )31,21,11 +−+−+− nknknk  

( ) ( ) ( )( )31,21,11 ++−++−++− ankankank  

(( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,211,111 +−+−+−+− amnkamnk  

( ) ( ) )311 +−+− amnk  
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and ( )1,...,,3,2, += knknnnnT  be four permutations; the first is of 
order n, the second of order 3, the third of order 3 and the fourth of order 

.1+k  Let the H be the group generated by X, Y and Z. By Theorem 2.1, 

(see Al-Amri [4]) the group H is the wreath product .wr am AA  Let G  

be the group generated by ZYX ,,  and T. We claim that G  is either 

1+knA  or .1+knS  To show this, let .TX=β  It is clear that =β  

( ),1...,,2,1 +kn  which is a cycle of length .1+kn  Let .β=α T  Since 
( ( ) ),1,1,11...,,12,1 ++−++=α knnknn  conjugating α. By β, we get 

the cycle ( )( ).2,1,21...,,22,2 +−++=η nknn  Hence the commutator 
[ ] ( ).1,2,1, +=ηα n  Let [ ] .,, ηαβ=G  It clear that 1+≅ knSG  or 1+knA  
depending on k either odd or even respectively, but if k is on odd in tiger, 
then X is on odd permutation and there for .1+== knSGG  While if k is 

on even permutation, then G  is generated by even elements. Hence 
.1+== knAGG   

4. Symmetric Permutational Generating Set of 1+knA  and 1+knS  

Theorem 4.1. The groups 1+knA  and 1+knS  can be generated 

symmetrically using n elements each of order .1+k  

Proof. Let X, Y and T be the elements considered in Theorem 3.1 

above. Let { }nTTT ...,,, 21=Γ  for all ,2≥= amn  where .
ix

i TT =  Since 

( )( ),1,11...,,12,1,11 ++−++= knnknnT  

( )( ) ...,,1,21...,,2,22 ++−+= knnknT  

( ).1,...,,3,2, +=== knknnnnTTT
nx

n  

Let .Γ=H  We claim that 1+≅ knAH  or .1+knS  To show this, consider 
the element 

∏
=

=α
n

i

xi
T

1
.  
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It is not difficult to show that 

( ( ) ...,,22,2,2,11...,,12,1,1 +++−++=α nnnknn  

( ) ),1,...,,2,...,,21 ++− knknnnnk  

which is an element of order .1+kn  

Let ., 11 TH α=  We claim that 11 +≅ knAH  or .1+knS  To prove this 

θ is the mapping which takes the element in the position i of the cycle α 
into the element i of the cycle ( ).1...,,2,1 +kn  Under this mapping 

the group 1H  will be mapped into the group ( ) ( ),1...,,2,11 +=θ knH  

( ) .1,...,,3,2,1 +knk  

Therefore by Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, ( ) 11 HH ≅θ  is 1+knA  or 1+knS  

depending on whether k is an even or odd integer respectively. Since 
,1 HH ≤  if k is an odd integer .11 +≅≅ knSHH  While if K is an 

even integer, then Γ contains an even permutation. Hence Γ=H  is 

generated by even permutations. Hence .11 +≅≅ knAHH   

In order to generate 1+knA  or ,1+knS  the set { }nTTT ...,,, 21=Γ  has 

to have at least n elements each of order .1+k  

If we remove m elements from the set Γ, then above results can be 
modified by according to the following remarks. 

Remarks 4.2. Let T and X be the permutations which have been 

described above, where .11 =+kT  Let { }nTTT ...,,, 21=Γ  for all ,2>n  

where .
ix

i TT =  

4.2.1. Let k be an even integer. If we remove m-elements from the set 
Γ for all ,21 −≤≤ nm  then the resulting set generates ( ) .1+−mnkA  

4.2.2. Let k be an odd integer. If we remove m-elements from the set 
Γ for all ,21 −≤≤ nm  then the resulting set generates ( ) .1+−mnkS  

4.2.3. If we remove ( )1−n -elements from the set Γ, then the resulting 

set generates .1+kC  
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The proofs of above remarks are similar to those of the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 in [5].  
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